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Abstract - The situation, grid integration of variable
renewable energy and electricity sector reforming in Japan,
will increase uncertainties in power system operation.
To handle these uncertainties, this paper introduces the
sophisticated voltage and reactive power management
technology based on AC-OPF (Optimal Power Flow) using
online data, advanced online volt/var(Q) control system
(OPENVQ: Optimized Performance Enabling Network for
Volt/var(Q)), which can reduce operating expenditure
(OPEX) by transmission loss reduction and optimized
control of shunt devices and transformer taps, and/or capital
expenditure (CAPEX) by optimized management of voltage
control assets. Its architecture consists of a security
assessment, a look-ahead operational condition predictor,
optimal power flow calculation, and scenario analyzer.
To validate the performance of OPENVQ system, a
simulator has been developed that can handle multi-period
operational conditions considering time series. Simulation
results based on the TEPCO Power Grid 1500-bus model
show that multiple control procedures created by OPENVQ
system can optimize the KPIs, and new logic to reduce the
number of control of shunt devices and transformer taps for
managing grid voltage could be confirmed.
Furthermore the feasibility study of OPENVQ system in
Thailand has been conducted by NEDO (New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization)’s study
scheme in Japan.

all of the uncertainties. Thus, authors propose an
advanced online volt/var(Q) control system (OPENVQ:
Optimized Performance Enabling Network for
Volt/var(Q)) that can reduce operating expenditure
(OPEX) and capital expenditure (CAPEX) by optimal
voltage profile.
Hierarchical voltage control to manage whole grid
voltage has been practiced in France and Italy [1]-[4].
Also, there are numerous papers about a centralized or
decentralized voltage control methods [5]-[8]. However,
in practice, it is difficult to optimize key performance
indices (KPIs) by these technologies because they are
based on the feedback control from the previous period
and increasing the grid size may reduce reliability in the
feedback control. To solve these problems, authors
propose OPENVQ system for smart operation [9], which
is composed by optimization calculation and security
assessment. OPENVQ system optimizes KPIs, such as
transmission loss reduction and transfer capability
enhancement on the basis of short-term look-ahead
operational condition. The architecture of OPENVQ
system is introduced, and the simulation conditions and
results to evaluate OPENVQ system’s performance are
discussed in this paper.
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II. TEPCO POWER GRID’S
CURRENT VOLTAGE CONTROL

I. INTRODUCTION

On 23 July, 1987, TEPCO experienced wide area
power outage raised from voltage collapse.

Voltage control is important for stable power supply.
Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) experienced
wide area power outage by voltage collapse in July, 1986.
After this experience, TEPCO decided to implement
voltage control system to improve voltage stability as the
important project. And not only for voltage stability, but
also for improvement of power system operation
efficiency, TEPCO calculates appropriate voltage setting
(called as voltage profile) by offline simulation.
But the situation has been changing. Grid integration
of variable renewable energy has been progressing
together with the electricity sector reforming, which has
increased cost reduction necessity. These situation
changes increase uncertainties in power system operation.
Utilities all over the world are trying to handle these
uncertainties by facility expansion and/or sophisticated
operation technology. Although the facility expansion
enhances grid strength, it requires high cost to deal with
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1). Past the noon, rapid increase of the power demand
with double of normal year suddenly happened.
2). Supply of reactive power for maintaining the grid
voltage by shut capacitor was not enough. As the
result, grid voltage of central area dropped very
rapidly.
3). Consumers of 8GW became power outage.
4). After this power outage, total power demand
reduced naturally, however the grid voltage kept
instable condition for a few hours.
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Appropriate voltage setting (called as “voltage
profile”) is calculated by offline simulation, and VQC
system automatically controls transformer taps, shunt
condensers and reactors according to voltage profile.
Voltage control based on voltage profile by VQC
system has improved voltage stability and power system
operation efficiency, but the situation has been changed.
Reliable power supply under grid integration of much
variable renewable energy has to be considered, and under
electricity sector reforming in Japan, cost reduction along
with reliable power supply is needed at the same time.
Thus TEPCO Power Grid and Hitachi have conducted
joint study for advanced online volt/var(Q) control system
named as OPENVQ (Optimized Performance Enabling
Network for Volt/var(Q)).

Fig. 1. TEPCO’s Wide Area Power Outage by Voltage Collapse in 1987

III. OPENVQ: ADVANCED ONLINE VOLT/VAR(Q)
CONTROL SYSTEM
Fig. 4. shows the concept of OPENVQ system based
on online data, which consists of security assessment,
look-ahead operational condition predictor, optimal power
flow calculation, and scenario analyzer. The security
assessment evaluates security of grid condition and
operation plans to improve security. The look-ahead
operational condition predictor takes uncertainties into
account to improve grid integration of variable renewable
energy. The optimal power flow calculation maximizes
KPIs while maintaining security to minimize OPEX. The
scenario analyzer rationalizes asset management of
voltage regulators to minimize CAPEX.
Fig. 2. Rapid Drop of TEPCO’s 500kV Voltage

After this wide area power outage experience,
TEPCO decided to implement voltage control system to
improve voltage stability as the important project. And
not only for voltage stability, but also for appropriate
voltage setting which improves power system operation
efficiency such as transmission loss improvement, VQC
(Voltage Q Controller) system shown in Fig. 3. has been
introduced.
Fig. 4. Concept of OPENVQ System

Here, the architecture of OPENVQ system for online
smart operation is explained. Fig. 5. shows its architecture
consisting of short-term look-ahead operational condition
predictor, optimal voltage profile solver, control
procedure creator, and control procedure selector, based
on online data.
This architecture is established based on the finding
that there are multiple control procedures to optimize
specific KPIs and the best control procedure can be
selected out of the multiple control procedures in order to
optimize multiple KPIs. The short-term look-ahead
operational condition predictor simulates operational

Fig. 3. VQC (Voltage Q Controller) System
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simulation. Voltage regulator targets of OPENVQ
simulation are generator terminal voltage, on/off status of
shunt devices and tap position of transformers.
Fig. 7. shows total demand variation used as
simulation condition. The demand variations of all buses
are proportionally distributed with the initial demand
distribution.

conditions of look-ahead periods. The optimal voltage
profile solver optimizes voltage profile based on the
short-term look-ahead operational condition prediction.
The control procedure creator creates multiple candidates
for control procedures, and the control procedure selector
selects the most preferable candidate from the viewpoint
of security and/or economical viewpoints.

On the basis of the simulation conditions, following
five scenarios, which are different in the point of
controlled voltage regulator targets, were evaluated.
Scenario 0: No control
Scenario 1: All regulators are controlled
Scenario 2: Some switchable devices are locked
Scenario 3: Some switchable devices are locked
Scenario 4: All switchable devices are locked
Fig. 8. shows the simulation results for each scenario.
The top graph shows change in generator terminal voltage
from a previous time as examples of controlling voltage
regulators. The middle and bottom graphs show
transmission loss and load margin respectively as
examples of KPIs. In this simulation results, scenario 1, 2
and 3 have almost the same transmission loss and load
margin although they have different control procedures as
seen in the top graph. These results mean that multiple
operation procedures could achieve almost same optimal
voltage profile.

Fig. 5. Architecture of OPENVQ System for Online Smart Operation

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF
OPENVQ SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
To evaluate OPENVQ system performance, authors
have developed an OPENVQ simulator. Fig. 6. shows
outline of OPENVQ simulator and simulation flow.
This section explains simulation conditions for the
simulator and the evaluation results on TEPCO Power
Grid 1500-bus model for OPENVQ system performance
validation. OPENVQ simulator uses AC-OPF and average
calculation time is about 20 seconds. Further there were
no unconvergence points in the AC-OPF calculation of
1,440 points (5days divided by 5 minutes).

Fig. 6. Outline of OPENVQ Simulator

Fig. 8. Simulation Results for Scenarios

Fig. 7. Total Demand Variation for Simulation

This simulation results shows that power system
operators could select the best control procedures in point
of economical effect. Fig. 9. shows a example of selecting

Transmission loss, load margins and the number of
controlling switchable devices are set as KPIs for the
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the best control procedure from the view of transmission
loss reduction and estimated switching cost reduction of
switchable devices, where estimated switching cost is
calculated by the formula, (the number of switching) x
(maintenance cost of switchable devices) / (the number of
acceptable switching).
In this case, scenario 2 and 3 are preferable control
procedures from the view of transmission loss reduction
and estimated switching cost reduction. Scenario 1 is
good for transmission loss reduction, but more estimated
switching cost is needed. This means OPENVQ system
could achieve voltage control to maximize KPIs by
minimum cost.

In this feasibility study, OPENVQ simulation based
on EGAT northeastern area grid model has conducted and
introduction effect of optimal voltage profile by
OPENVQ system has been studied.
Authors would like to confirm the flexibility and
efficiency of OPENVQ system in other countries as GHG
(Green House Gas) emission reduction solutions such as
transmission loss reduction, more variable renewable
energy integration, etc.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
OPENVQ system is proposed for optimizing multiple
KPIs, such as reduction of transmission loss without
infrastructure expenditure and enhancement of available
transfer capability. Its architecture consists of short-term
look-ahead operational condition predictor, optimal
voltage profile solver, control procedure creator, control
procedure selector and voltage stability assessment.
To evaluate its performance, a simulator has been
developed that can handle multi-period operational
conditions. Simulation results based on the TEPCO Power
Grid 1500-bus model show that optimization using ACOPF becomes practical and multiple control procedures
created by OPENVQ system can optimize the KPIs,
which indicates that the improvement of the control
procedure creator and selector will enable the
optimization of multiple KPIs considering time series.
And as benefits of OPENVQ system, voltage security
improvement which results in ATC improvement and
contributed to grid integration of variable renewable
energy, more transmission loss reduction which results in
fuel cost reduction and possible rationalization of voltage
control assets could be confirmed.
Furthermore the feasibility study of OPENVQ system
has been conducted to confirm the flexibility and
efficiency of OPENVQ system in other countries.

Fig. 9. Best Control Procedure Selection for Optimal Voltage Profile

In these OVENVQ simulation results on TEPCO
Power Grid 1500-bus model, the following possible
benefits of OPENVQ have been confirmed.
<For Voltage Security>
About 10% improvement of ATC (Available Transfer
Capacity) by optimization of voltage profile could
contribute grid integration of more variable
renewable energy.
<For OPEX Reduction>
About 2% improvement of transmission loss by
optimization of voltage profile could contribute fuel
cost reduction.
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